Host Town Legacy Project “Let’s Connect Cheer Circles! ＃HostTownMessage”

Terms and Conditions
＜１. Posts＞
・Please post on your personal Instagram/Twitter accounts.
If you cannot post yourself, refer to <3. Request for Posts on your Behalf > for details on alternative
methods.
・The Host Town Legacy Project (hereinafter referred to as “Project”) is not sponsored, endorsed or
operated by Instagram or Twitter. However, due to the fact that the Project utilizes the posting functions
of both Instagram and Twitter, please check the terms of use/service for each social media outlet in
advance before use.
[Details on Terms of Use and Service (external links)]
Twitter Terms of Service: https://twitter.com/en/tos
Instagram Terms of Use: https://www.facebook.com/help/instagram/581066165581870
・If a minor posts in relation to the Project (including posts on your behalf), the posts in question shall be
considered to have been posted with the consent of a parent/guardian.
・Please include the following hashtags (#) in your posts:
＃HostTownMessage
＃Country/Region you wish to cheer for *Please type the country/region name in lower case letters.
Please refer to the “Let’s Connect Cheer Circles! ＃HostTownMessage” website to find the
designated # for each country/region
・Please understand in advance that if you use the wrong hashtag (#), or if your Instagram/Twitter
accounts are not set to public, the system cannot recognize your posts to use on the Project website.
＜2. Using Posts on the Project Website＞
・The Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.) shall determine which posts (including posts on your behalf)
can and cannot be used on the website in light of the objectives of the Project based on the following
points. Please note that the reasons for decisions to not use certain posts will not be disclosed.
<Unusable Contents>
（1）Contents that are contrary to public order and morality
（2）Contents that infringe copyrights, portrait rights, trademark rights, or other rights of a third party
（3）Contents that tarnish the reputation or trust of others
（4）Contents that contain lude language or nude photography
（5）Contents that are violent or threatening
（6）Contents that include promoting/soliciting activities of a specific company, individual,
organization, or political view
（7）Contents that contain language that slanders, discriminates, or may be seen as distasteful to
individuals, organizations, and all associated.

（8）Contents that contain personal information such as a specific address, name, or age
（9）Contents that interfere with other people’s posts in regards to the Project
(10) Contents that attract criminal activity
(11) Contents photographed/recorded in locations without proper authorization
(12) Contents where the Olympic and/or Paralympic Games logos are visible
(13) Contents that would promote a specific organization
(14) Contents in addition to the above that the Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.), as well as the
Cabinet Secretariat feel do not meet the objectives of the Project
・If a violation of these Terms and Conditions (hereinafter referred to as “Terms”) is confirmed after a
post is used on the Project website, the post will be immediately removed. Please note that once a post
is used on the Project website, the original poster (including those who requested posts on their behalf,
hereinafter referred to as “OP”) cannot take it down.
・All rights (including portrait rights, copyrights, publicity rights, sublicense rights, and all other rights) of
posts using “#HostTownMessage” (including posts on your behalf) shall belong to the Secretariat
(JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.) and the Cabinet Secretariat. The Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.) and the
Cabinet Secretariat shall be able to reproduce contents such as images and messages contained in the
posts and use them for public transmissions and any other means.
・The OP will be responsible for all posts, and the Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.) and the Cabinet
Secretariat shall assume no responsibility whatsoever.
・The OP will be liable for any infringement or possible infringement upon the copyrights, portrait rights,
publicity rights, or other rights of any third party, and the Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.) and the
Cabinet Secretariat will not bear any liability whatsoever.
・Posted photos may be cited by the Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.) and on the Project’s official
Twitter and Instagram accounts (including retweets), and may be used on various promotional
mediums. Please note that the OP will not be individually informed.
・In the event of a dispute with a third party in regards to posts (including posts on your behalf), the OP
shall resolve the same at their own responsibility and expense, and the Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN,
Inc.) and the Cabinet Secretariat will not bear any liability whatsoever.
<3. Request for Posts on your Behalf>
・If you cannot post on your own Instagram or Twitter accounts, the Secretariat will use its account to
post on your behalf.
・If you request for posts to be posted on your behalf, the requester shall be deemed to have accepted
the contents of these Terms.
[Contact to request for posts on your behalf】
■ E-mail address: legacy@jpdesign.jp
■ E-mail subject: Requesting posts on my behalf
■ E-mail body:

(1) Photos you want to post (up to 5 photos), or a video (1 video, up to 60 seconds long) along with
your comments
(2) Name of the country/region you are cheering for
・ Please note that after receiving your request, the Secretariat will be scrutinizing the contents, so
posts will not be made immediately.
・ Posts will be made using the Secretariat’s Instagram account. Twitter is not an option.
・ All personal information gathered by the Secretariat (JAPAN DESIGN, Inc.) will only be used for the
Project, and will not be used for any other project.
<Recommended Browsers>
You may not be able to properly view or post without using one of the following browser environments:
The latest versions of Google Chrome、Microsoft Edge、Firefox、or Safari
*As of July 2, 2021
<Other>
・ Posts may not be possible from certain computers/smartphones.
・ Internet connection and communication charges will be borne by the client.
・ Please note that the Project as well as its Terms may be changed, canceled, or concluded without
prior notice.
・ All changes, cancellations, and conclusions of the Project or its Terms shall come into effect and
apply to the OP when changes, cancellations, and conclusions of the Project are posted on the
Project website, or when the Terms are changed and the revised version is posted.
<Inquiries>
・ Please direct all inquiries in regards to the Program to the contact below.
・ Responses will only be made to inquiries deemed necessary by the Secretariat.
Please note that inquiries about the posting order or athletes will not be answered.
【＃HostTownMessage Secretariat】
■ E-mail address: htmessage@jpdesign.jp
■ E-mail subject: Inquiry about the Program
■ E-mail body: Contents of the inquiry and details of the inquirer (organization, name, contact)

